
Dose number NINE: CDC panel green lights yet…
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For the vax compliant, that's nine doses in only three years.
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Scott Feb 29 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

Name another vaccine you had to get 9 times

LIKED (44) REPLY (5) SHARE

Jade Dixon Feb 29

Well I did get a flu shot every fall for 24 years, but I also never got the flu.

Don't worry, I quit the flu shots when the covid shots started causing menstural issues and the

excuse given was that any vaccine could do that. Covid shots weren't the only thing we didn't get

informed consent for.

LIKE (12) REPLY (4) SHARE

Scott Feb 29

That is just as effective as the Covid shot 

😂

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jade Dixon Feb 29

I dunno, within my circle of friends the flu shot is more effective. I mean, no one I know who

got a flu shot ever got the flu in the 12 months after getting their annual flu shot. Over half

of those I know who got covid shots still got covid within 12 months and were sicker than

those who had covid but didn't get the vaccine.

If they hadn't put the covid shots out there then the flu shot goose would be laying more

golden eggs than it is currently.

LIKE REPLY (3) SHARE

Bandit Feb 29

I got the flu shot 2 different years when I was in grade school. In the mid 1960s. I've

never had the flu. I guess those were some potent mf's, weren't they?

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jade Dixon Feb 29

They don't make them like they used to! I got my first flu shot in 8th grade. My

whole household got the flu when I was I'm 6th grade and the next year

everyone in the house but me got a flu shot. I got the flu again in 7th grade,

months after everyone else at home had flu shots, and I was the only one who

got sick. It was the first time I had gotten sick and no one else at home got sick

from me (of course today's covid shots won't protect you if you are around

someone who hasn't had the shot 

🙄

) so I was sold on flu shots for quite some

time.

My good experience with flu shots was part of why I smelled a rat so quickly

when the covid shots came out. I mean, I got a flu shot every year for 24 years. I

never interrogated the people around me as to whether or not they got flu shots.

I lived with people who did not get flu shots. I got exposed to the flu multiple

times. I never had a reaction to the shots beyond injection site soreness. And I

never got the flu. Then the covid shots came out and they told us that getting

sick from the shots meant the shot was working, but we couldn't be around

anybody who didn't get a shot and we might get covid anyway. And the covid

shots were the best shots ever made. So by covidian logic my flu shots didn't

work so I quit getting them.
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Colin Mar 1

3 of the 3 people that got the flu shot in our house, got the flu. The other 4 that did

not get the flu shot, did not get the flu. I promise this is the truth. My father in law went

to the hospital for bad flu and had the flu shot. My ex is a nurse and will testify that the

flu shot doesn't work and just gets it because the hospital requires it. Further more;

look at the CDC stats. Each year millions more flu shots are given out and if you look

at the hospitalizations and deaths, there is no significant changes. MILLIONS more

that previous years and millions of shots is not enough to move the needle. That

should be enough to show flu shots don't work.
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Cathleen Feb 29

Flu shot business is worth around 7.5 billion a year.

On average flu shots are only 38% effective.

On average from 2015-2020 there were approximately 40 million flu per year in the

US.

On average from 2015-2020 there were approximately 35,000 deaths from flu per

year. A large % deaths were kids.

Do you think we can do better?

According to peer reviewed literature the use of zinc Ionophores with zinc inhibits

influenza virus.

Consider using Quercetin or EGCG (over the counter zinc Ionophores) with zinc for

possible prevention and/or treatment.

The pharmaceutical industry is very upset with me for telling you this.

Consult with your doctor 

😉

.

Vladimir Zev Zelenko MD (RIP)
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Peter Mar 1 · edited Mar 1

The amount of deaths from flu as reported by the CDC is flu plus pneumonia.

Most pneumonia cases are however not flu-originated. Also the number of kids

dying of flu or pneumonia in the western world is very small, especially if you take

the non-flu pneumonia out of the numbers and look at comorbidities. Most flu

and pneumonia deaths are elderly.

That said, the first time ever you get flu it is often fairly severe indeed. There is

just no evidence flu shots make any difference here. In Europe they don't

vaccinate non-elderly and they got similar mortality rates. Also mortality rates

did not drop when we started mass-flu vaccinations in the 80's.

If one still wants to get a flu 'shot' get the non-shot version in spray form. That is

an actual but weakened form of flu and gives immunity in the throat too. In

essence that is getting mild flu on your own schedule.
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Deborah Gregson Mar 2

I did get the upper respiratory pneumonia shot last year. I only had one flu

shot in 2018 when my doctor recommended it as my husband had a bad

case of flu. We had both worked in the emergency services field for over 30

years and never had a vaccine or flu (he got it from a contractor that helped

us, who got it from his toddler - daycare).
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Colin Mar 1

"CDC SAYS" that the efficacy drops after a few months. Prime time flu season is

in March. When you take it in the fall, it is worthless during the peak of flu season.

Use COVID logic and CDC stats and you will see the flu shot is worthless.
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Sara Reilly Mar 1

Plenty of people I know have gotten the flu shot and proceeded to catch the flu. I've never

gotten one and never gotten the flu – it makes no difference. It's all about your own health.
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Soul On A Journey Mar 11

I used to get a terrible flu each year I took the flu shot . I don’t get flu since I stopped them
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Plutonium Mar 3

There is no flu virus mate, its the body detoxifying itself
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a mix of joy and worries Feb 29

That's circular reasoning.
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Matt L. Feb 29

I’ll bite: Ozempic.

You get that particular shot EVERY week for the rest of your natural life (but don’t fret - you can take

with or without food!)
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Scott Feb 29

That’s not a vaccine 

😂

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Matt L. Feb 29 · edited Feb 29

Yeah, not only that, but you also can’t get Ozempic anywhere else but in the good ol’ USA

(not available in EU)

Maybe we can refer to it as a vaccine against food 

😂
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ChuggyWuggy Feb 29

It’s available in Canada.
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Matt L. Feb 29

Its available in Mexico too, and both Canada and Mexico less expensive that

USA. I'm trying to find list of countries that allow sale of Ozempic and those that

don't. I've 'heard' you can't get it in the EU, but I've seen other sites list prices in

EU countries like France, UK and Switzerland... Japan too. It's a weird thing to

see Dutch-based Ozempic drug maker Novo Nordisk forward stock projections.

They are up and to the right. Already from '19 to '24 they have gone from

$25/share to $125/share. This only happens with more overweight people being

prescribed this week for life jab, now and into the future. Good ol' diet, exercise

and sleep is going by the wayside for those that need it the most.
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CL Mar 1

Wegovy is sold in the UK.

https://www.diabetes.org.uk/about-us/news-and-views/wegovy-key-facts-

know-about-weight-loss-drug
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this little authoritarian this little authoritarian Feb 29

Yes. But neither is a covid shot

It is a transfection.
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Scott Feb 29

I use their words 

😂
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this little authoritarian this little authoritarian Feb 29

If only we could make them eat theirs..
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Duchess Mar 1

Death potion Number 9.

"I closed my eyes I held my breath...I took a shot".
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Scott Mar 1

😂

 I like it (gallows humor sense)
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Duchess Mar 1

Can't help it....https://youtu.be/7rXhXLsNJL8?feature=shared&t=22

I know I am dating myself, but now I am singing

"I took my troubles to the CDC....and all those bureaucrats down in DC"

Oh dear....
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Duchess Mar 1

In three years!
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Scott Mar 1

I’m happy I finally got my mom to stop at 3
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JohnBoy In NC Mar 13

That is awesome. Mine had 5 and turbo cancer got her and her husband in weeks. She

would have gladly gone for number 9 I’m afraid. Totally sucked in.
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Peter Mar 1

Flu and DTAP/TDAP. The latter you'll have 6 by the time you are 10 years old and then one more

every 10 years forever. But I admit that is still not 9 in 3 years indeed.
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Scott Mar 1

A study from a decade ago recommended the tdap every 30 years…but you know we need

more vaccine
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Deborah Gregson Mar 2

I didn't know we "needed boosters" of those but I'm old and in the olden days it was just

one. I have had tetnus boosters - dog bites, garden accidents, but nothing else was in

them. I have actually not seen infant relatives because I wasn't onboard with getting a

whooping cough shot which was suddenly all the rage a few years ago in order to be

around their babies. (Just like suddenly now measles, TB, polio shots are all needed - I

know the solution but that is another discussion.)
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Mark Feb 29

It is no wonder we hear one minutes avoid red meat. Then the next minute we hear we should actually eat

more red meat. Then they say avoid alcohol. Will maybe alcohol isn't that bad, but avoid butter. No wait,

butter is actually fine. The CDC, FDA, etc have just been pulling things out of their butt for years with zero

proof and they just made it crystal clear again for anyone paying attention.
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Boatswain Mate Feb 29

There are as many opinions as there are experts.

Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Danny Huckabee Feb 29

Shots for stupid people. At least the gene pool will improve.

Danny Huckabee
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Tracey Feb 29

They haven't killed enough of us yet? My son-in-law is in law enforcement and is REQUIRED to get all of

these shots. SO worried for him!
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Matt L. Feb 29

That’s absolutely crazy there are still government mandated covid shots for employment.

LIKE (14) REPLY (2) SHARE

Boatswain Mate Feb 29

Well, I lost my job because I refused the Vaxx! Better to lose my job than risk losing my life or

becoming Vaxx damaged. Putting it in perspective, no way would I want those corporate clowns

making a health care decision for me. mRNA has a long history of being problematic.
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Blair Darkness to Light Feb 29

Smart choice. The vast majority rolled up their sleeve.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Boatswain Mate Feb 29

There's no underestimating the intelligence of the American public.

H. L. Mencken
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 29 · edited Feb 29

He's an idiot if he takes them with all the data on harm out there. Especially if he's LE.

Then again, another one you don't have to worry about ever retiring.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Unagnu Feb 29

17 million gotta a lot more to go to get to the 1 billion or less these psychos want.
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Danway Feb 29

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity.

3. Unite humanity with a living new language.

4. Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason.

5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.

6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.

7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.

8. Balance personal rights with social duties.

9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the infinite.

10. Be not a cancer on the Earth – Leave room for nature – Leave room for nature.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 29

"What Me Worry?" Alfred E. Newman

Worry.

Assessment of Myocardial ¹⁸F-FDG uptake at PET/CT in Asymptomatic SARS-COV-2 vaccinated and

Nonvaccinated Patients (Journal Radiology)

T. Nakahara, Y. Iwabuchi, et. Al

Measured ¹⁸F-FDG uptake with PET scans. (positron emission tomography (PET)

Study shows myocardial damages with uptake.

Included 303 nonvaxxed and 700 vaxxed.

Vaxxed had overall higher myocardial FDG uptake compared to nonvaxxed.

The uptake was observed in patients imaged in four date ranges. 1-30 days, 31-60 days. 61-120

days and 121-180 days after second vaccination, with increased ipsilateral axillary uptake in

vaccinated vs. nonvaccinated patients.

Editor Emeritus, Dr. Bluemke in editorial noted "The main results...for asymptomatic patients

vaccinated for COVID-19 before PET had about a 40% greater radiotracer activity in the myocardium

than unvaccinated individuals. (Statistically) The P value was low, less than .0001, translated to only

one time out of 10,000 would these results occur by chance."

This is suggesting that mild myocardial inflammation could be more common than expected. F-FDG

uptake was higher in all vaccinated quartiles with age adjustments. Further, the myocardial SUVmax

(g/ml) does not recover with time and was even above the level on the unvaccinated  in the 40

patients who only received one dose.

Original ResearchFree Access

Assessment of Myocardial 18F-FDG Uptake at PET/CT in Asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2–vaccinated

and Nonvaccinated Patients

Published Online:Sep 19 2023

https://doi.org/10.1148/radiol.230743

See editorial byDavid A. Bluemke
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BumbleBee BumbleBee’s Substack Feb 29

I’m rooting for Darwin now. Anybody so butt stupid and blindly trusting that they’ll fall for this again….. well,

I’m sorry, but they really need to go. And taking themselves out of the game voluntarily despite warning

after warning and data after data leaves no guilt residue on my soul as far as I’m concerned.

There’s a limit to how much “dumb” any species can afford to carry around. And if the human dumb are

determined to be snookered and done in, far be it from me to anger them by trying to save them from

themselves at this point. Sayonara, suckers!
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Jade Dixon Feb 29

Great, just when I thought I could go back out again and not worry about getting shed on.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 29

Head for your nearest bomb shelter that's DARPA approved
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Jade Dixon Feb 29

Nah, I just stick with going grocery shopping early when it's less crowded. I never had problems

with short casual contact. But the few vaccine junkies I know will have to wait to meet for lunch

until it's been 30 days since their most recent shot. I already had my cycle messed up once

from being in prolonged close contact with the recently jabbed and I don't want to go through

that again.
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Matt L. Feb 29

Jade, you made me remember when people were so Covid-fear/crazed they used to

Windex down their groceries and courier deliveries.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 29

Yikes. I just had to do that with a brother and his kids and grandkids all of them being all

jabbed up.
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Lucy Feb 29

Need that software update and a fresh dose of graphene and nanotechnology.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 29

Graphene is not in all the vials and could be a by product of modRNA manufacturing. Still, it shouldn't

be there. Just another reason this platform needs to go bye bye.
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Yuri Bezmenov How To Subvert Subversion with … Feb 29

You should make a mask out of that photo, recursive masking for the 10 jab club.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Studio007 Studio07’s Substack Feb 29 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

it's an Ideology booster...that's all

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

jtrudel trudelgroup.com jtrudel’s Newsletter Feb 29

It should be clear that it is past time for Nuremberg 2.0. With Fauci as the centerpiece.

This is madness. It is also the greatest genocide in the history of the world.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Danway Feb 29

the greatest genocide in the history of the world is from communism
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Chris Bray Tell Me How This Ends Feb 29

I personally know people who were so desperate to be safe from the dreaded virus that they "lost" their

vax cards to get extra doses. Some of those folks are on something like #11.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Matt L. Feb 29

cray-cray!
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Kittykat Feb 29

😅

 The loyalty card is the perfect spoof for the craven fake vaccine business model.
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DUANE HAYES Feb 29

Hope Biden got his #9
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Boatswain Mate Feb 29

The real rulers in Washington are invisible, and exercise power from behind the scenes.

Felix Frankfurter

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

DUANE HAYES Feb 29

unelected bureaucrats
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Boatswain Mate Feb 29

Then there was "Warp Speed", "Flatten the Curve". Bad decisions by an elected fellow. He

was not: I am not supposed to be an expert in every field. I am supposed to be an expert in

picking experts.

Moshe Dayan
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Jane Apostolos Feb 29

All politicians, beaurocrats, & philanthropists (;

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

DUANE HAYES Feb 29

More specific, Democrats, CDC FDA NIH officials, and Bill gates
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Edwin Edwin’s Newsletter #1 Feb 29

Nine! Nine!

Is it intended for all seniors (Senior citizen discount).
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Dee Dee Dee’s Substack Feb 29

In case you're not dead yet.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

TexBritta Feb 29

🤣👏
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The Green Hornet Feb 29

I want a pizza and a burger.
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Stephanie Stephanie’s Substack Feb 29

Just check out her “pendant “- that’s who she serves. Enough said.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

TexBritta Feb 29

I’m not really sure about this pendant. What is it exactly?
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Blair Darkness to Light Feb 29

I sure would like to know what crazy-eyed Mandy means by "added protection?"

If seniors wouldn't watch so much CBS Nightly News, they would most likely have a longer life

expectancy.
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Melanie Feb 29

They truly are trying to kill the over 65 crowd. The money saved from insurance, social security, and

pension payments for them must make them giggle.
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Matt L. Feb 29

☝☝☝
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TexBritta Feb 29

Pfizer can kiss my SENIOR ASS!
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Doug Young Feb 29

I guess it's time to whip out the now classic Tyler Fischer Fauci impression announcing the new boosters:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5pRacFfkzM&t=60s. I'll be seeing him here in Insane Francisco next

week, too (Tyler, not Tony).
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Kathleen Janoski Feb 29

VA still offering covid shots to veterans.
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Unagnu Feb 29

Offer does not mean "MUST TAKE OR ELSE"
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Kathleen Janoski Feb 29

They have no business even offering it.

VA had safety signals triggered 6 months after the shot roll out for myocarditis after the 1st

Pfizer shot.

VA still forced their employees to take the shot with the federal government worker mandate.

VA never warned veterans they could be harmed.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/exclusive-veterans-affairs-found-safety-signal-for-

pfizer-covid-vaccine-never-disclosed-it-5561709?welcomeuser=1
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Plutonium Mar 3

There are no viruses, the flu and colds are the body detoxifying itself, notably after Halloween and after

Christmas where humans tend to stuff their fat faces with chocolates and beer! MAIN INGREDIENTS -

SUGAR

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jodi Mar 2

I'll never get the covid vaccine & I'm a high risk PT with heart & lung disease. I'll take my chances & not

trust my government
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GwenSibert Mar 1

I’m 81 and I did take the first two Moderna shots (Jan and Feb 2021) but no boosters since then and don’t

plan on taking any in the future. Also, I’ve never had Covid, at least not than I know of. BTW, my family

doctor doesn’t push the booster shots either, or he doesn’t for me. So glad of than. My sister (9years

younger than me) and her husband have had all the boosters and have had covid twice, the second time

back in January.
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Michelle Mar 1

Well, I guess I'm not going to go visit family next month, like I'd planned (they are out of state). They'll all

be shedding like crazy again. It's all so disheartening, and I'm so tired of it.
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The Watchman The Watchman's Substack Mar 1

And they will continue to push this as long as the sheeple comply and they keep coming up with variants.

As you say, the corporate media is all bought and paid for on this subject, as not a day goes by that you

don't hear an ad on TV or the radio about getting vaccinated or taking a a drug for every little symptom

you might have.

If there is not a disease with an official name, then they just create a new one to push a new drug or

vaccine. The big push by Pfizer lately has been on RSV jabs and I get a kick out of that ad as they state

right in the ad that this injection may or may not help, but take it anyway until further notice or if approval

suggests otherwise later on. Which means to me, is that they really haven't studied this one as well.

I remember when I was younger, the rock group Steppenwolf did a song about "The Pusher". Everyone

then knew they were talking about illicit drugs at the time. I think in today's world it is far more suited for

the pharmaceutical companies. It would make a good soundtrack for a YouTube video on the jabs!!
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Cruising Economist Economic Insights For All Feb 29

I truly feel sorry for anyone who remains gullible enough to submit to COVID injection yet again, they are

pathetic.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 29

Mandy always has that deer in tbe headlights look. How she ever got that far...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jomico Feb 29

Each new shot is still playing catch-up.. the virus that is not .. mutates in those that get the next shot so

the ninth one will only make the tenth variant.. talk about milking the virus in order to milk the public purse.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jerry Teague Mar 10

Need to be taking these bio weapons masquerading as the vaccine off the market!
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Raphael Lataster, PhD Okay Then News Mar 10

Total scam. Presented recently for the US Senate, Senator Johnson is trying to do something, but we need

more people on board: https://okaythennews.substack.com/p/mr-lataster-goes-to-washington
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Joanna Elliott Mar 7

People who are that stupid frankly deserve whatever they may get.
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MarianneK Mar 4

Damn, this post was funny!
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Plutonium Mar 3

CDC jew run, jabs jew owned - what more do you need to know? Read the Georgia guide stones
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The Davidtollah Mar 1

Remember when "vaccinated" was synonymous with "inoculated"?
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Wm Mar 1

Regarding the issue that they are hiding the total number of shots is true. It’s in no official govt website.

Just “get the update”. Definitely a manipulation tactic.
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Duties Duties’s Substack Mar 1

All the sprouts in America are recalled over e Coli concerns. Huge quantities of cheese recalled over

listeria concerns. Meanwhile CDC pushing a jab that a recent study showed causes myocarditis in at least

1 in 50 recipients and is very likely a major contributor to the meteoric rise in “unexpected deaths”. One

estimate suggests that 17 million + have died as a result of COVID vaccines. Yet here we are. No wonder

the alphabet soup healthcare agencies have lost all credibility.
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Red Mar 1

Get 10 and you get a free ride to the morgue.
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this little authoritarian this little authoritarian Mar 1

Peak idiocy does not exist. The sky is the limit.
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Lori P. Clark Lori’s Babble On… Newsletter Mar 1

Free pfizza? I’m in… not.
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Ray’s Newsletter Mar 1

Wouldn't it be prudent to determine what was in the shots before calling the mRNA or anything else? It

was already clear by November, 2021 that each batch was different, and deadliness and harm were

cyclical, irrespective of the manufacturer:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/proof-of-genocide

As long as they gave K2 and a injection (allegedly) for a venereal illness to newborns, it doesn't matter.
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Kyle Kissinger (no relation) The Farce Feed Feb 29

Satire - CDC Reverse Course in Reverse Psychology Tactic

The bold move seeks to capitalize on the public's growing distrust of major health agencies and big

pharma.

https://thefarcefeed.substack.com/p/cdc-reverse-course-in-new-reverse
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Kyle Kissinger (no relation) The Farce Feed Feb 29

Let's make it an even ten 

😂
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reality speaks Feb 29

It’s Russian roulette sooner or later those shots will kill you.
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Alexei Feb 29

Over at Children's Health Defense, they're covering the same issue but state the Covid variant in question

that's no longer around is XBB.1.5. not EG 5. There have been so many variants that it's sure hard to keep

up and maybe most people don't really care which one it is.
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Kevin Beck Feb 29

What's wrong with the Criminal Drug Conspiracy? Can't they do anything right? I mean, they've been

messaging for a few years that this is a "cure," yet it never seems to work!

Are they lying now? Or were they lying then?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Stephanie Feb 29

I think it's safe to say the CDC has been lying since its inception.
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Kevin Beck Feb 29

I love the power of understatement.
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Riff Raffer Riff’s Newsletter Feb 29

The depop goes on…

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

StellaMaris Feb 29

In 2020, we witnessed an unprecedented set of actions from our government.

Everything happened so fast, the propaganda was so omnipresent, and the polarization so intense…

…it was hard to make sense of it all at the time.

But now, here we are a few years later. The dust has settled. Emotions are calmer. Minds are (hopefully)

clearer.

More importantly, we have access to data. A LOT of data.

So what does it really say?

I want to share with you an important interview I just did with renowned entrepreneur and author Aubrey

Marcus and filmmaker Ben Stewart.

They just made an incredible documentary about the pandemic and the experimental vaccine that was

forced on us.

It’s called Unsafe and Ineffective.

The film itself is great, but what struck me most about it was the tone of the conversation.

It’s calm, peaceful, and compassionate.

There’s no shaming or throwing around derogatory labels like “sheeple” or “conspiracy theorist”.

This is VERY important.

Why?

Because if we want to have any chance of getting to the truth and preventing a similar tragedy from

happening again, we have to find a way to reach out and have real conversations with open hearts and

minds.
Expand full comment
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tjfratello Feb 29

Those following the CDC's GMO jab recommendation schedule are playing Covid Roulette. At some point

they are guaranteed to have been jabbed one too many times and lose the game of Life but on the other

hand they become candidates for a Darwin Award. ;-)
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Matt L. Feb 29

I am sad at anyone’s suicide. And I say that sincerely. But I think Aaron Bushnell is front runner for this

year’s Darwin Award.
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Crixcyon Feb 29

I am charging the CDC $25 million for each injection/booster I get. That is now up to $225 million, so pay

up you CDC parasites if you want me to get injections #1-9. No money, no vaxxy.
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Lawrence Butts Lawrence’s Newsletter Feb 29

9 genetic alterations? If they survive what exactly will they be? Will we have enough bridges for them to

live under?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Rebekah Barnett Dystopian Down Under Feb 29

Nine! We're not quite there I don't think in Aus, but our 'lastest' available booster targets XBB1.5 which

was in circulation a year ago...
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Lloyd Miller Lloyd’s Newsletter Feb 29

We would be much better off if all government regulation of food, drugs, and vaxxxes is eliminated. THEN!

Everyone would know to think for themselves regarding these matters. It is now proven that government

regulation is ALWAYS captured by big money interests.
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CL Feb 29

OMG.
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